‘Large’, rare Böttger Stoneware Pagoda

10 cm high (= 4 1/4 Saxon inches), 6.9 cm deep, 7.6 cm wide
Model by Joachim Kretzschmar
Meissen 1712

Condition:
very good; chip on robe (shoulder left) and foot toe
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THE LARGE AND THE SMALL MODEL
“Red stoneware pagodas are among the greatest rarities” (Rückert 1966
p. 161). This statement by Rückert is supported by the records and the
remaining Meissen inventories, which in fact show very few examples. It is striking, that the early stoneware pagodas are called “large
pagodas” (with a height of 4 1/4 Saxon inches = 10 cm), while the “small” ones
(4 Saxon inches = 9 cm) are completely missing. This also proven by the
production list (Boltz 167/168 2000 p. 65 no. 25), where only four red large
stoneware pagodas and one black lacquered one, whose further fate
is unknown, are noted (as well as 6 large and six small pagodas made
of Böttger porcelain).
Both models are missing in the Dresden (28.05.) and Meissen (03.08.)
inventories of 1711 (Boltz KFS 96 / 1982 p. 15-36). After the white (hard
paste) Böttger porcelain reached production capability, towards the
beginning of 1713 and the following strong demand for it, the production of stoneware pagodas was discontinued. The 10 large and 2 small
(mentioned here for the first time) pagodas were part of the deliveries to the
Royal Court in Warsaw by Augustus the Strong, in 1713. They were all
made of “white porcelain” (Cat. Coll. Arnhold Appednix 2 p. 773 ff.; Lösch 2013 p.
184).

Left: our large Pagoda made of red Böttger stoneware / Middle: large Pagoda made of Böttger porcelain (former
Langeloh) / Right: small Pagoda made of Böttger porcelain (Sotheby’s 16.6.2011 No. 344).
On the small pagoda, the shape of the head is somewhat thinner and the height, at 9 cm, somewhat lower.
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THE “LARGE PAGODA” IN THE MEISSEN INVENTORIES
The next documentary evidence for the stoneware pagodas comes in
1719. After Böttger’s death (13.3.1719), four inventories were prepared
of the various deposits. These allow us to estimate the production volume of the large stoneware pagodas (and only the large ones!) quite
well (Boltz loc. cit. p. 66). There was a total of 17 pagodas:
–
–
–

including the already mentioned black glazed one,
5 pieces still unfinished, whose fate is unknown.
as well as 11 finished ones,
– 9 of which are in the royal warehouse in Dresden and
– 2 in the trade fair warehouse in Leipzig.

On the 15th of march 1733, with one exception, 10 large stoneware
pagodas arrived from the Dresden warehouse at the Japanese Palace
(Boltz in Keramos 153/1996 pp. 111–115), where they were incorporated into
the Royal Collections under the palace number N-180-R (R = red).
The background was Böttger’s legacy, which 14 years after his death
and the death of Augustus the Strong (1.2.1733) was finally arranged
as follows (the arrangement concerns exclusively the still existing,
unsold stoneware):
The Böttger stoneware was transferred from the Dresden and Leipzig
warehouses to the Japanese Palace for a value of 1,436 talers, offsetting Böttger’s debts against the “Royal Porcelain Cassa”. As late as
1770, the inventory was unchanged and reported as follows (Boltz in
Keramos 153/1996 p. 106):
–	“Ten seated pagodas used as incense burners, 4 1/4 (= 10 cm) high,
No. 180-R (= red stoneware)”.
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DATING
The pagodas in Böttger stoneware are among the earliest figures of
the Meissen Manufactory. Their date of creation can be determined
quite well. The starting point is the inventory of the moulds of the
Meissen factory of 1711 published by Claus Boltz in 1982 (KFS 96 / 1982 p.
7–40). The inventory is dated on the 3rd of August of 1711 and contains
all the moulds available at the time and the products made of them.
The pagoda is missing in this list. It can therefore not have been made
before August 1711.
On the other hand, stoneware production in Meissen ended around
the beginning of 1713 (see above), after Böttger had finally succeeded to
produce white hard paste porcelain. This very quickly displaced the
stoneware products and the demand for them.
For example, the large delivery of May 28 of 1713 contained 12 “Pagoden-Bilder”. This delivery went from Dresden to Warsaw to decorate the Royal Palace in Warsaw (Arnhold Appendix 2, transcription by Jochen
Voetsch pp. 772 f.; Loesch 2013 pp. 181 f.). All of them were made of “whiteporcelain”, including also the “small” pagodas mentioned for the first
time in this document.
In our opinion, the “Small Pagoda” was not executed in stoneware, at
all. Because there is no evidence in the published files. This can also
be seen in the inventory lists of 1719 (see above), which list the stock
that has been inalienable since 1713.
The modeller of the Pagoda was — as we will discuss further below —
Johann Joachim Kretzschmar (Pietsch 2010 no. 13), first coming to Dresden in 1712 on commission of Permoser (Rückert 1990 p. 83) to assist the
construction works of the Zwinger. We can thus date the pagoda on
1712.
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MODELLER
The question of the modeller can not been definitively resolved by
Meissen literature to this day, since Meissen did not have a model
master until Kirchner joined the manufactory in 1727. But the modeller George Fritzsche, who is usually assumed in these cases, cannot be
considered because of his age. In 1711, his age was 14 and he was in
the first year of his apprenticeship (Rückert 1990 pp. 80 and 107).
As already mentioned, Pietsch attributes our “Large Pagoda” to the
modeller Johann Kretzschmar (Gutter sees it differently and names Johann Benjamin Tomae, 2018 p. 64). The later Court Sculptor Kretzschmar was a pupil
of Permoser, who called him to Dresden to work for the Zwinger, in
1712. This date determines the time of origin of our figure. Also this
attribution fits well to the opinion of Siegfried Asche (1966 pp. 117 f. and
in Keramos 49/1970 pp. 82 f.) — Asche was the expert on Permoser and his
influence on Meissen porcelain. He shows for convincing reasons, that
Kretzschmar was the creator of the Royal Stauette of Augustus the
Strong made of Böttger stoneware and porcelain. This figurative work
strongly suggests, that he was the creator of our pagoda, too.

Augustus the Strong in Böttger Stoneware and Porcelain
Dresden Porcelain Collection, Zwinger (Photo: A. Sauer)

Our pagoda dates of the same period, having the same height (10 vs.
11 cm) and being of comparable appearance. In addition, Kretzschmar states in a letter to the manufactory commission (Rückert 1990 p.
83) of 1736: “... I also made the first models in wood at the beginning of
Baron Böttger’s time”.
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Both figures (the Pagoda and the Royal Statuette) undoubtedly belong
to Meissen’s first models, not copied exactly, such as the figure of the
goddess Guanyin (Pietsch 2010 no. 12), which is identical to the original soapstone figure of the Chinese model.
Evidently, Kretzschmer was inspired by the Chinese models in the
Royal Collection (Schwarm 2014 p. 110 Fig. 43: Pagodas from the Kangxi era.), but
he modified the Meissen figure into a smoking vessel in the form of a
loudly laughing pagoda. The Meissen Pagodas are less stolid than the
Chinese ones. They are more finely modelled and have a neck with an
elongated skull. In the original, the Buddha figure (the term pagoda is
stated in the Royal Inventory) embodies “Budai Ho-Shang”, the God of
Happiness and Contentment.

Swarm 2014 p. 110 fig. 43: Pagodas from the Kangxi Era

The Chinese-style Pagodas were a popular model in Meissen — from
1712 in Böttger stoneware and later in Böttger porcelain. In our early
version, the base plate is missing. The pagoda squats on the floor, the
right one on the raised knee, the left one hanging down. The folded
cloak leaves the shoulder, chest and belly uncovered. The laughing
face with the wide-open mouth and pierced ears served as a smoke
outlet. The smoke marks on the inside of our Pagoda also show that
it had been used. The Pagodas in the Zwinger Porcelain Collection in
Dresden have similar smoke marks (communication from Julia Weber, Director
of the Dresden Porcelain Collection, January 2021).
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Our Pagoda is finely modelled, which shows especially in the teeth,
hands and feet. The figure consists of two to three forms whose seams
are clearly visible, as Gutter has shown precisely in his catalogue (2018
p. 64 figs. 12, 13). The fine stoneware is very smooth, as can be seen well
in the enlargement, without the “inclusions and pinholes” which Gutter has “scrutinised” (in KFS 114 / 2001 p. 3-23).
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COMPARATIVE PIECES WITH PALACE NUMBER
The large Meissen stoneware pagodas are rare. In the inventories of 1770 and 1779, 10
pieces are documented, which have been in the royal collections since 1733. All of them
come from Böttger’s estate (see above). All of them can still be found today and bear the
palace number N-180-R:
4 Stk.	Porzellansammlung im Zwinger (Zimmermann 1908 S. 143 Abb. 53) 10,0 cm
		
=
Zimmermann 1926 S. 19 Nr. 6
		
=
Menzhausen, 300 Jahre Böttger, 1982 S. 303 Abb. 210 Inv.-Nr. PE 2390
		
=	Pietsch, Meissener Porzellan nach ostasiatischen Vorbildern, 1996 S. 61
Nr. 1 PE 2391 u. 2389 (Eisenporzellan)
1 Stk. 	Musée national de Céramique Sèvres (Ausstellungskatalog „Porcelaines de
Saxe“ 1952 Nr. 13) dort als Geschenk des Königlich Sächsischen Hofes von
1836 (im Tausch gegen Sèvres und andere Keramiken); siehe auch CassidyGeiger in Keramos 179/80 2003 S. 3–20:
Kiste 1 „6. Pagode, braun, überzogen“ (wird dort auf 1704 datiert).
1 Stk.
		

Dr. Franz und Margarete Oppenheimer T. 1
=	Slg. Fritz Mannheimer, der die größte Pagoden-Sammlung zusammengetragen hat (über 40 Stk. davon nur ein Steinzeugpagoda),
deren Kern aus der Slg. Oppenheimer bestand

1Stk. 	Slg. Siegfried Salz Berlin, Cassirer 26.03.1929 Nr. 49 T. 22 (where about unbekannt) für 1.400 Mark
1 Stk.
		

Slg. Wark (Kat. Pietsch 2011 Nr. 16; Wark I Nr. 16)
=
Erik Hasselbach Collection, Kopenhagen

1 Stk.	Slg. Ludwig (Hanemann 2010 Nr. 28), hat die gleiche Nahtlinie über der
rechten Brust wie unser Pagoda
1 Stk.
		

		
		

Malcolm Gutter (2018 S. 61–67 Kat.-Nr. 13)
=	Johanneumsauktion 1919 Nr. 50 T. 17, Höhe: 10 cm, zum zehnfachen
Schätzwert von Zimmermann (damaliger Direktor der SKD) für 9000
Mark versteigert.
=
Ole Olsen Nr. 1349 T. 24
=
Christie’s 6.12.2004 Nr. 394

10 Stk.

=
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COMPARATIVE PIECES WITHOUT PALACE NUMBER

1 Stk.

Schloss Friedenstein, Gotha Nr. 1, 9,9 cm hoch

1 Stk. 	Slg. Henry Arnhold Nr. 34, Datierung 1710–13
		
=
Slg. M. Salomon Dresden bei Lisa und Heinrich Arnhold 1913
1 Stk. 	Museum of Arts New York, Abb. siehe Fn. 2 in Arnhold-Kat. Nr. 34
		
Geschenk von R. Thornton Wilson
		
=
Ex. Slg. Lisa und Heinrich Arnhold
1 Stk.

Bayerisches Nationalmuseum (Rückert 1966 Nr. 136 T. 199)

1 Stk.
		

Slg. Kramarsky, New York Nr. 3
=
Ruth Berges „From Gold to Porcelain“ New York 1963 Abb. 74

1 Stk.

US amerikanische Privatsammlung

1 Stk.

Ryland G. Scott: Antique Porcelain Digest T. 39

1 Stk.

Slg. Krieger, Pietsch Austellungskatalog Lübeck Nr. 13

8 Stk.

plus our Pagoda
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